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Definition of the Computing/IT services provided by CERN/IT
which are essential to the effective running of the
experiment (Offline and Computing)
TF steered by Neil Geddes for CMS

Close collaboration with CERN/IT and WLCG

This includes:
[CMS] write a complete list of “services”

[CMS] define “ranks” according to allowable downtime

[CMS] assign “ranks” to “services”

[CERN/IT] implement specific support categories

[CMS + CERN/IT] agree on contacts, keep all up to date

CMS critical services TFCMS critical services TF
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Listed at:
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/SWIntCMSServices

Rank table:

CMS critical servicesCMS critical services
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CMS, WLCG and CERN/IT on critical servicesCMS, WLCG and CERN/IT on critical services

3 levels of service support are being defined by WLCG and CERN/IT in
response to LHC exps:

All the CMS services in the ranked list are mapped onto
these service levels. Roughly:
CMS rank 10 == 24x7 on-call
CMS rank 8,9 == Expert call-out
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Roles, Tasks, Services, OperatorsRoles, Tasks, Services, Operators
Roles for CMS Ops people

We need a clearer and simple definition of roles, and what's expected from each role. A
role is not a person. A person may map to >1 roles. Person(s) behind a role should be
contacted officially through their role.
Example: the VOC (Virtual Organization Contact) in the CERN SLA is a FacilitiesOps role in CMS.

The role definition may be e.g. "Point of contact to IT. Arranges downtimes/upgrades/reconfiguration of boxes
between IT and Service Operators/Developers. Monitors and triages alarms/issues from IT and users". We have a person
ramping up as the CMS VOC.

Definition of Tasks/Services in CMS Ops
CMS has “Services” to run, and “Tasks” to deliver.

CMS DM/WM developers must provide clear procedures to restart CMS Services, hints on
monitoring observables, etc. Ops teams must collect them and test them, ask to improve, and
once done accept responsibility to take care

Example of Services: CERN DBS instance, PhEDEx central agents, CAF CRABServer, Webtools, ...
Example of Tasks: CMSSW installations, DDT/Transfer commissioning, ...

Tasks/Services Operators
Services and Tasks have operators

A Service Operator is a person responsible for the maintenance and operation of a service. The
person should monitor the performance, uptime and availability of the service (as
appropriate), install and configure the service. Clearly communicate issues (with patches
where possible) to developers.

Example: we have a FacOps Service Operator for the PhEDEx central agents
A Task Operator is a person responsible for regularly running a task, maintaining communication

with appropriate parties.
Example: we have a FacOps Task Operator for the CMSSW deployment at distributed Tiers
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Working on the CERN VOBOXes SLA, also
VOC as the main communication channel between VO and IT
Create soon new VO-services m.l.’s (to replace personal mails)

include service responsibles + VOC + FacilitiesOps
to be published also in CDB

These will be the official interface to CERN/IT
Behind these, CMS people can rotate, come, leave, … transparently


